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Abstract: Whether bacterioplankton are assembled in the same way as microeukaryotes is a key question that has been answered only partially in microbial ecology. In particular, relating distribution patterns to the underlying ecological processes for plankton communities in highly dynamic ecosystems, such as river–reservoirs subjected to anthropogenic impacts, remains largely unstudied. Here, we analyzed taxonomic distribution patterns, and unraveled community assembly processes underlying the core and random bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes from a subtropical river–reservoir system. These plankton domains were modelled using the spatial abundance distributions (SpADs) of the operational taxonomic units (OTUs) as a proxy for abundant and rare taxa delineation. Both bacterioplankton and microeukaryote plankton communities exhibited significant distance–decay relationships, and samples were grouped depending on reservoir or river habitats. The neutral community model showed that 35–45% of the plankton community variation could be explained by neutral processes. The phylogenetic null model revealed that dispersal limitation accounted for the largest percentage of pairwise comparisons (42–68%), followed by environmental selection (18–25%). We concluded that similar prevalence of ecological processes acting on particular subsets of the bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes might have resulted from similar responses to environmental change, potentially induced by human activities in the watershed.
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1. Introduction

Earth’s biogeochemical cycles are regulated by highly diverse microorganisms which provide ecosystem functions and services for humans, animals, and plants [1,2]. Thanks to a decade-long community profiling study via high-throughput sequencing technologies, it is now known that microbial communities exhibit various ecological patterns (e.g., species abundance distributions, distance–decay relationships, species–area relationships) that were previously known only for macroorganisms [3–5]. However, the assembly processes by which individual taxa colonize, interact to establish themselves, and maintain local communities for generating regional distribution patterns such as distance–decay, are not well understood in microbial ecology.

Although rivers represent only a very small fraction of Earth’s water resources, they are inhabited by ecologically and functionally important microbial communities that exhibit successions along the river continuum [6–10]. In recent years, anthropogenic activities such as reservoir construction
and nutrient pollution in watersheds have challenged traditional views of river ecology by creating heterogeneous but longitudinally connected local habitats [8,11]. These ecosystems offer means to address mounting questions in microbial ecology, as environmental conditions vary gradually along the continuum due to changing landscape and hydrology [12]. In particular, rivers draining small-scale watersheds form a good basis to evaluate determinants of the assembly processes underlying microbial distribution patterns. In fact, they are subject to fewer confounding factors such as climate and soil type changes [8].

Generally, both niche- and neutrally-related processes concurrently drive patterns of microbial compositional turnover. Delineating the relative importance of either process is a central question that has not received much attention in microbial ecology [13,14]. Based on fundamental processes of birth, death, dispersal, and speciation, both niche and neutral processes are not mutually exclusive [15]. For this reason, Vellend [16] proposed a conceptual synthesis that bridges the niche and the neutral theories into four components of ecological processes, namely selection, dispersal, drift, and diversification. Within this mechanistic predictive framework, recent studies have delineated the relative importance of the assembly processes in soils [17], lentic waters, [18,19] and marine ecosystems [20] by using a phylogenetic null model. This model enables the quantification of the interplay between ecological processes involved in the assembly of microbes [21]. To the best of our knowledge, there exist limited studies evaluating the niche and neutral processes in river–reservoir ecosystems.

Microbial communities freely living in water comprise both prokaryotic and eukaryotic plankton (referred to as bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes in this study). Microeukaryotes have cells with a more complex structure than those of bacterioplankton [22]. Their organelles are designed for different functions, allowing them to perform distinct roles, including phototrophy, heterotrophy, parasitism, commensalism, mutualism, symbionts, etc. [22,23]. Microeukaryotes also have the ability to form resting stages, and have differential sinking rates that provide a wide array of responses to environmental heterogeneity. According to the ‘size–plasticity’ hypothesis, smaller organisms such as bacterioplankton are less environment filtered than larger organisms. They are more likely to be plastic in metabolic abilities and have greater environmental tolerance [23]. Therefore, similar or distinct processes may underpin the same or different distribution patterns between bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes, as a result of cell trait differences.

Both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes typically exhibit a recurrent and skewed structure of species abundance distribution. They are composed of a small number of abundant taxa co-existing alongside a large number of tremendously rare ones, termed the “rare biosphere” [24–26]. The rare taxa can act as a reservoir of genetic diversity, carry out metabolic activities, and perform multiple functions despite their low abundances [26]. This view has complemented the old understanding that only the most abundant taxa are important for ecosystem functioning. In line with this, several phenomena, such as inherent trade-offs in life history strategies, dormancy, and biotic interactions, have been identified as key for rarity formation [24,26]. Despite these efforts, however, the operational definition of rarity in microbial ecology is still challenging [27,28]. There exist taxa that constitute a “seed bank,” and may shift from rare to abundant under specific environmental conditions [29]. In other words, rare taxa in some conditions may became dominant at certain occasions [30,31]. Tackling this challenge requires an integrated approach that can give the expected frequency of an individual at each abundance level in terms of relative frequencies [32]. For this reason, Niño-García et al. [27] analogously delineated abundant and rare taxa into “core” and “random” sub-communities by modelling the spatial abundance distributions of individual taxa. They identified groups of taxa with distinct abundance exhibiting contrasting distribution patterns in freshwater boreal ecosystems. Whether these community subsets are structured by similar or distinct assembly mechanisms remains unknown. One expectation would be that the random sub-communities could be governed by niche processes (environmental variable selection) since they include many taxa that may occasionally reach high abundances (bimodal; see Materials and Methods section).
Here, we investigated patterns and processes of bacterioplankton and microeukaryote communities, sampled ten times over the period of five years in a subtropical river–reservoir ecosystem located in southeast China. We aimed to depict the relative importance of community assembly processes structuring bacterioplankton and microeukaryote communities. First, we identified core and random bacterioplankton and microeukaryote sub-communities using SpADs. We then explored these data to see if they responded similarly to environmental change, and depicted the assembly processes by generating their distribution patterns. Overall, we found that dispersal limitation primarily governs the similar distribution patterns observed for the core and random plankton for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotic communities. Since plankton are passively dispersed by the unidirectional water movement in the studied small-scale system, dispersal seems not to be significantly restricted. Instead, the establishment of individual taxa in new locations was plausibly constrained by local hydrological change induced by anthropogenic activities, such as reservoir construction and urban land expansion in the studied watershed. This was probably the cause of the observed upstream–downstream plankton community decay.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area and Sample Collection

Water samples were collected from the surface layer (<0.5 m) at the mid-point of the Houxi River, located northwest of Xiamen city, Fujian, China (24° 34′–24° 46′ N and 117° 56′–118° 8′ E; Figure 1. Houxi River watershed covers 205 km² of the surface area, with a river length of approximately 25 km. The upstream section of Houxi River is dominated by forested land, and the downstream section drains an urban area of the rapidly growing Xiamen city. The annual mean temperature is 20.7 °C, and the annual mean precipitation is 1335.8 mm in Xiamen [33,34]. A total of 100 samples were collected in January and July of the years 2012–2016, during ten sampling visits at ten sampling sites. In the upstream, pristine area, one sampling site in the headwater (Site 1), and four sites (Sites 2–5) in the lacustrine and riverine zones of two reservoirs (Shidou and Bantou reservoirs; Figure 1) were selected. These reservoirs were constructed to supply drinking water for downstream urban population. The remaining sites, located in the downstream urban area, included two sites in the peri-urban area (Sites 7 and 8) and two sites in the fully urban area (Sites 9 and 10; Figure 1).

Figure 1. Map of the Houxi River watershed in Xiamen city, Southeast China, showing the ten sampling sites selected along the river continuum.
2.2. Environmental Variables

Physical and chemical variables, namely the water temperature (WT), pH, dissolved oxygen (DO), chlorophyll-\(a\) (Chl-\(a\)), turbidity, electrical conductivity (EC), salinity, and oxidation–reduction potential (ORP) were measured using a Hydrolab D5S water quality analyzer (Hach Company, Loveland, CO, USA). Current velocity was recorded using SonTek FlowTracker (Handheld-ADV® YSI, San Diego, CA, USA). Duplicate water samples for nutrient concentrations and plankton community profiling were transported to the laboratory immediately after sampling. Water samples of about 500 mL were immediately pre-filtered through a 200 µm mesh to remove larger particles, and then filtered through 0.22 µm pore size polycarbonate filters (47 mm diameter, Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) using pressurized vacuum pumps. The filters were stored at −80 °C until DNA extraction. Nutrient concentrations were quantified following our previous study [35].

2.3. DNA Extraction

Total DNA was extracted from each of 100 filters using the FastDNA spin kit (MP Biomedicals, Santa Ana, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. It was checked for quality and quantity using a NanoDrop device (ND-1000 Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

2.4. Illumina Sequencing

Two 20 µL DNA sub-samples from each of the 100 samples were amplified separately using universal bacterial (341F–806R) and microeukaryotic (1380F–1510R) primers that target the V3–V4 hypervariable regions of the 16S rRNA gene and V9 region of 18 rRNA gene, respectively. Gene fragments were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq platform (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) using a paired end strategy. The original images obtained by the sequencer were converted into sequence data by base calling. The 16S rRNA and 18S rRNA batch libraries resulted into a total of 6,596,530 and 8,128,028 raw sequences, respectively. Barcode and primer sequence removals were carried out in QIIME 1.9.1 [36], and the output data were made publically available at the GenBank sequence read archive (SRA) under BioProject numbers PRJNA383082, SRP104354 (bacteria) and PRJNA381645, SRP103724 (microeukaryotes).

2.5. Bioinformatics Analyses

Bioinformatic analyses were carried out using VSEARCH [37], a free, versatile software for USEARCH, with a consistent protocol for both 16S rRNA and 18S rRNA gene data. In brief, merged sequences were filtrated to find a representative of one or more sequences in the data. The unoise3 algorithm with default settings (\texttt{minsize} = 8) was used to denoise sequences and remove chimeras from a set of unique sequences to construct biologically corrected sequences. Quality filtered sequences were assigned to OTUs at a 97% sequence similarity threshold via the \texttt{usearch_global} command. The OTU taxonomies were assigned using the \texttt{sintax} algorithm on a query sequences mapped against the Greengenes v13_8 for bacterioplankton [38] and V9_PR2 [39] for microeukaryotes, respectively. Rooted phylogenetic trees were generated from the fasta files of the biologically corrected sequences using the \texttt{cluster_agg} command. The resulting OTU tables were subjected to subsequent processing of singleton, archaea, and chloroplast deletion for bacterioplankton, and singleton deletion and taxa curation for microeukaryotes. The OTU tables were rarefied to the lowest number of sequences per sample, that is, 16,854 and 28,993 sequences for bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes, respectively (Figure S1).

2.6. Modelling Spatial Abundance Distributions (SpADs)

The analysis of the spatial abundance distributions of individual species (SpADs) across sites was used to evaluate distribution patterns of OTUs that had distinct occurrence frequencies and relative abundances. This approach allows the identification of core taxa, which are normally, normally-like, or bimodally distributed. The log normally distributed occur infrequently in the inventory (often called
occasional taxa), and are characterized as random. They are typically low in abundance and follow a log series distribution. These analyses were performed distinctively for bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes in R, using specific packages as follows. The Hartigans’ dip test statistic implemented in the `diptest` package [40] was used to identify all OTU abundance distributions that deviated from the unimodal distributions. If the p-value < 0.01, the OTU was considered to have bimodal distribution. For all unimodal OTUs, we fitted other candidate model distributions, such as normal, Weibull, logistic, gamma, lognormal, Cauchy, and exponential. These were evaluated using the maximum likelihood estimation through the functions available in the `fitdistrplus` package [41]. The model fit with the lowest Akaike information criterion (AIC) values was selected as the best fit for the observed abundance distribution for each unimodally distributed OTU. The normal and bimodal categories, which included a low percentage of OTUs but a high percentage of sequence numbers, were considered the “core” community. The logistic and lognormal categories, including a high percentage number of OTUs but a low percentage of sequence numbers, were pooled together as the “random” community [27]. By modelling the spatial abundance distributions of bacterioplankton and microeukaryote OTUs, we distinguished the core and random plankton communities, respectively. As shown in Figure S2, the normal and normal-like (Weibull and Gamma) distribution models included taxa with peaking densities when the relative abundance was high. Together with the bimodal distributions, these models were classified as the core community, and constituted a low number of OTUs but a high number of sequences. By contrast, the lognormal and logistic distributions were collectively considered as the random community, and comprised a high number of OTUs with a low number of sequences.

2.7. Multivariate Analyses

Principal coordinate analysis and the analysis of similarities (ANOSIM) were used to evaluate the overall sample clustering based on the Bray–Curtis distance among samples. These matrices were also regressed against the spatial distance matrix to test whether the communities undergo distance–decay. The relationships were evaluated using the Mantel tests, supplemented by multivariate Mantel correlograms to further investigate the underlying structure of the correlative relationship along the spatial distance. The correlograms were plotted using the `mpmcorrelogram` package in R [42].

2.8. Neutral Community Model

The neutral community model (NCM) was used to evaluate the importance of neutral processes underlying bacterioplankton and microeukaryote community dynamics [43]. This model predicts a relationship between the occurrence frequency of individuals in a set of local communities and their relative abundance across the wider metacommunity, as an adaptation of the neutral theory [44] adjusted for microbial communities. It uses the least squares method to produce the best fits of the observed abundance–frequency relationship, with a beta distribution derived from neutral theory [14,43]. In this model, the r-squared is used to estimate of the percentage of the community explained by neutral processes in the metacommunity, and m is the immigration rate [14]. This neutral model predicts the relationship between the frequency with which taxa occur in a set of local communities and their abundance across the wider metacommunity. In general, the NCM predicts that taxa that are abundant in the metacommunity will also be widespread. R code to run this analysis can be found at https://rdrr.io/github/DanielSprockett/reltools/src/R/modeling_tools.R.

2.9. Phylogenetic Null Model Analysis

The phylogenetic null model assumes that the phylogenetic signal occurs when more closely related species are ecologically similar [21]. Using this model, we quantitatively estimated the percentage of plankton compositional turnover linked to niche and neutral processes, as follows. The core and random plankton sub-communities, in combination with the phylogenetic tree, were used to quantify the phylogenetic beta diversity expressed as the empirical beta-mean nearest taxon distance (beta-MNTD) metric by using the `comdistnt` and `cophenetic` functions of the `picante`
package [45]. After 999 randomizations, the observed mean value (beta-MNTD_{obs}) was compared to a null expectation, where selection does not influence community assembly (beta-MNTD_{null}). This deviation was estimated as the beta-nearest taxon index (beta-NTI) metric. The percentage of pairwise comparisons whose beta-NTIs <-2 and >2 were denoted as homogeneous selection and variable selection, respectively. These thresholds indicate strong influences of deterministic processes. The remaining pairwise comparisons that were non-significant indicate the influence of stochastic processes. They were selected and subjected to a comparison of the observed values of the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity, modified to account for Raup–Crick to a null expectation when neither dispersal nor selection influenced the community assembly. These pairwise comparisons were denoted as homogenizing dispersal and dispersal limitation if their modified Raup–Crick for Bray–Curtis (RC_{Bray-Curtis}) coefficients were <-0.95 or >0.95, respectively. Pairwise comparisons with RC_{Bray-Curtis} metrics ranging from -0.95 to 0.95 were denoted as the “undominated” [17,21]. R codes for this analysis are made publically available at https://github.com/stegen/Stegen_etal_ISME_2013.

2.10. Quantifying Environmental Synchrony

The cohesion metric assumes that stronger cohesion indicates a community with many taxa responding simultaneously to environmental fluctuation [46]. It was used to evaluate environmental synchrony between microeukaryotes and bacterioplankton taxa. Briefly, the cohesion is calculated by multiplying the abundance of each taxon in a sample by its associated connectedness values, and then summing the products of all taxa in a sample. For this analysis, we set the persistence cutoff of 0.1 for retaining taxa in the analysis. The OTUs with very low contribution (0.01%) to the overall total number of sequences were removed, and 50 iterations were used in this study. Positive and negative cohesions resulting from core and random communities were compared by overlaying the results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) on violin plots through the easyGgplot2 and ggpubr packages. Furthermore, Spearman correlations between the environmental variables and the number of sequences and OTUs were performed to investigate relationships between plankton communities and environmental conditions.

3. Results

3.1. Environmental Variation and Species Abundance Distributions (SpADs)

The Houxi River system exhibited environmental heterogeneity as a result of landscape and hydrological changes in its watershed (Figure 1; Figure 2a). By averaging the values of the physical and chemical parameters over the ten sampling visits, our data confirmed this heterogeneity, as there were clear differences between the pristine upstream and the downstream sites in the urban areas (Figure 2a). In particular, nutrient concentrations were much higher in the downstream than the upstream sites, indicating human-induced pollution in the urban area. Nevertheless, this highly dynamic system remains connected by the river flow throughout the year, suggesting contrasting external forces acting on plankton communities.
Figure 2. Longitudinal variation in the averaged values of physical and chemical parameters and plankton community segregation based on spatial abundance distributions (SpADs) of individual taxa. (a) The minimum and maximum average values of sampled physico-chemical variables are shown by the blue and yellow extreme colors of the palette. Percentage of the OTUs and sequences assigned to each of the SpADs models for both bacterioplankton (b) and microeukaryotes (c). The inner pie charts illustrate the percentage of taxa assigned to core and random taxa, depending on their respective SpADs.

After rarefying bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes OTU tables at the lowest sequences per sample, we retained 10,330 and 12,613 OTUs for bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes, respectively. The rarefaction curves tended to plateau, indicating that the efforts for sequencing depth were generally maximized (Figure S1). Bacterioplankton were generally assigned to 36 phyla, 91 classes, 150 orders, 242 families, and 466 genera, while microeukaryotes were assigned to 29 phyla, 139 classes, 271 orders, 583 families, and 1854 genera. Only 6.2% of bacterial OTUs and 13.6% microeukaryotic OTUs could be classified at the species level (details not shown).

The core taxa comprised 28% and 18% of the total number of OTUs for bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes, respectively. These taxa corresponded to 67% and 57% of the total number of bacterial and microeukaryotic sequences, respectively. In contrast, the random taxa comprised 72% and 82% of the total number of OTUs for bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes, respectively. The random taxa accounted for 33% and 43% of the total number of bacterial and microeukaryotic sequences, respectively (Figure 2). There were no OTUs that could fit other tested models such as the Cauchy and exponential distributions.

3.2. Distribution Patterns of the Core and Random Plankton

Along the spatial gradient of the studied river–reservoir system, the number of sequences of the core and random categories exhibited distinct patterns (Figure 3a). The core community increased at the reservoir sites in the upstream region and decreased at the downstream river sites. The random category showed an opposite trend, with a decreasing number of sequences in the lentic sites and an increased number at the lotic sites. This observation was common between the bacterioplankton and microeukaryote communities.
Nevertheless, contrasting patterns within the core or random subsets were observed at the phylum and class levels. At the phylum level, the majority of the core bacterioplankton OTUs were assigned to the Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria phyla (Figure S3a). The majority of random bacterioplankton OTUs were assigned to Proteobacteria, followed by Bacteriodetes and Firmicutes (Figure S3b). The majority of core microeukaryotic OTUs were assigned to the phyla Fungi, Ochrophyta, and Chlorophyta (Figure S3c), and the random microeukaryotes were mainly from the phylum Fungi (Figure S3d).

At the class level, the core and random community subsets exhibited longitudinal changes in the Houxi River. For example, whereas the gram-negative Actinobacteria were dominant in the Shidou and Bantou reservoirs, the Alphaproteobacteria dominated the river sites upstream and downstream of the reservoirs (Figure S4). The Betaproteobacteria and the Gammaproteobacteria core and random sequences increased concomitantly in the downstream sites. The random bacterioplankton assigned to the classes Deltaproteobacteria and Spartobacteria prevailed in the reservoir sites and reduced significantly in the downstream sites (Figure S4).

Distinct microeukaryote classes also underwent longitudinal changes, resulting in sample clusters that roughly correspond to hydrological changes in the Houxi River (Figure S5). However, we observed no obvious differences between the core and random microeukaryotic communities. Among the most dominant classes based on total sequence numbers, the classes Chlorophyceae, Bacillariophyta, and Trebouxiophyceae were lower at the reservoir sites than the river sites. By contrast, the classes Arthropoda, Rotifera, Dinophyceae, and Raphidophyceae increased in the Shidou and Bantou reservoir sites (Figure S5).

Further, we found that core and random categories for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes exhibited significant distance–decay relationships (Figure 3b). The strongest community decay was found for core bacterioplankton taxa (Mantel $R = -0.42, p < 0.01$), followed by random bacterioplankton ($R = -0.35, p < 0.01$), core microeukaryotes ($R = -0.30, p < 0.01$), and random microeukaryotes ($R = -0.26, p < 0.01$).

Consistent with the inferences from the number of sequences (Figure 3a), the PCoA revealed clusters identifying whether samples were from the reservoirs or river sites (Figure 4). The ANOSIM
showed that the core and random bacterioplankton communities were significantly distinct across the ten sampling sites. The global R was 0.50 \( (p < 0.01) \) and 0.43 \( (p < 0.01) \) for core and random bacterioplankton, respectively. Similar observations were found for the microeukaryotes, but with a relatively low global R, indicating a less spatially segregated community. For microeukaryotes, the global R was 0.32 \( (p < 0.01) \) and 0.34 \( (p < 0.01) \) for core and random subsets, respectively (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) of core and random plankton communities in the Houxi River. (a) Core bacterioplankton, (b) random bacterioplankton, (c) core microeukaryotes, and (d) random microeukaryotes. The R values indicate the global R of the ANOSIM based on ten groups of sampling sites. The colors of data points correspond to the sampling sites from upstream to downstream. The shapes of data points represent habitats of sampling sites (i.e., reservoir and river sites as shown in Figure 1).](image-url)

Both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes correlated positively in the upstream distance classes, but the correlations became negative and sometime non-significant in the downstream areas (Figure S6). The above similar patterns between both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes were reflected by the correlation between beta-diversities of both plankton, and their corresponding core and random subsets (Mantel R = 0.51 for all; 0.50 for the core and 0.52 for the random; \( p = 0.001 \); Figure S7).

3.3. Environmental Synchrony Among the Core and Random Plankton Communities

Spearman-based correlation analyses showed a similar environmental preference between the core and random communities for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes. There were significant positive correlations between the number of sequences of the core and random communities and
water velocity, total nitrogen, and nitrate–nitrogen for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes (Figure 5a). Significant and negative correlations between the dissolved oxygen and pH, and the number of sequences, were also found, except for the random bacterioplankton community. These community subsets were positively correlated with other nutrients, namely the total phosphorus and phosphate–phosphorus. The number of OTUs associated to the core bacterioplankton community had significant negative correlations with most environmental variables. On the other hand, the random bacterioplankton OTUs were positively correlated with most environmental variables, except the ORP (Figure S8). The core and random microeukaryotes OTUs did not have significant correlations with environmental factors, with the exception of a significant negative correlation between the pH and core microeukaryotes. Further, the cohesion metric results showed that the core and random plankton communities featured significant but distinct cohesion values. The random bacterioplankton community exhibited the highest positive cohesion, followed by the core bacterioplankton, the core microeukaryotes, and the random microeukaryotes. Higher negative cohesion values for core than random communities were observed for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes (Figure 5b).

3.4. Ecological Processes Underlying the Core and Random Plankton Communities

The neutral community model resulted in a relatively low model fit for both the core and random bacterioplankton and microeukaryote subsets. As shown in Table 1, the model fit for the core ($R^2 = 0.45$) was similar to that of the random ($R^2 = 0.44$) bacterioplankton communities. By contrast, a better fit was observed for the random ($R^2 = 0.41$) than the core ($R^2 = 0.35$) microeukaryotes. Similarly, the immigration size ($m$) was greater for the core bacterioplankton ($m = 0.26$) than the rest of community subsets, which collectively exhibited low immigration size ($m < 0.1$). Nevertheless, all plankton communities fitted the neutral model well ($R^2 = 0.62$ for bacterioplankton and $R^2 = 0.56$ for microeukaryotes).

Table 1. Fit to the neutral community model for all, core, and random taxa communities of bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes in the Houxí River.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Bacterioplankton</th>
<th>Microeukaryotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>$m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$R^2$ indicates the fit to the neutral model. $m$ indicates the corresponding immigration size.

The results of the phylogenetic null model by using the four components of ecological processes mirrored the findings from the NCM. The largest percentage of pairwise comparisons was associated with dispersal limitation (42–68%) followed by variable selection (18–25%) for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes (Figure 5c). The percentage of pairwise comparisons explained by none of the four ecological components (i.e., the undominated fraction) was larger for bacterioplankton than microeukaryotes (18–25% vs. 10–12%). Homogenizing dispersal was higher for core and random bacterioplankton than their microeukaryote counterparts (5–7% vs. 1%). Both bacterioplankton and microeukaryote random communities showed a significant percentage of homogenizing selection (8–10%), which could not be found in the core subsets (Figure 5c). Taken together, these results suggest that dispersal limitation potentially underlies the core and random bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes, followed by environmental selection.
4. Discussion

It is important to unravel the assembly processes that shape distribution patterns for distinct facets of microbial populations in different ecosystems. This knowledge not only allows the prediction of community change over spatial and/or temporal gradients, but also has potential implications for ecosystem functioning and biodiversity conservation [4,47,48]. Notably, a recent simulation study has shown that spatiotemporal variations in the selection–dispersal balance influence hydrobiogeochemical function [49]. Another study has shown that increasing influences of environmental selection may lead to increased biochemical rates, whereas increasing influences of dispersal may decrease biogeochemical rates [50].

Numerous studies have previously depicted the relative influence of niche and neutral processes on generating distribution patterns of plankton, but inconsistent results and methodological pitfalls exist, calling for more field studies [14]. For instance, bacterial communities were generally structured by both niche and neutral processes in Chinese plateau lakes [51], but their specialist and generalist
components were structured by contrasting ecological processes [52]. These and many previous studies [8,12,13,48,53] have partitioned beta diversity into components explained by local and regional factors. Regional factors are represented by spatial distance, an approach which is often compounded by the fact that distance effect is most likely overestimated, since it cannot exclude the impacts of unmeasured environmental variables [14]. Furthermore, in highly dynamic habitats, such as riverine ecosystems, dramatic environmental variations and strong dispersal effects occur. As such, it may be difficult to distinguish the pure effects of selection and dispersal, and planktonic populations are highly influenced by the coalescence of taxa from adjacent terrestrial or aquatic ecosystems [54]. Needless to say, purely neutral ecological processes and the local niche-based evolution of regional neutrality cannot be separated by partitioning beta diversity without looking at trait variation [55]. Nowadays, the dichotomy of delineating niche and neutral processes has been suppressed by niche and neutral models, as it has become broadly accepted that fitness differences between organisms and stochastic processes of death and birth influence community assembly simultaneously [28]. Therefore, to address our main objectives, we complemented neutral models with a phylogenetic null model that does not relate community composition to explanatory variables (Table 1 and Figure 5c). These models allowed us to evaluate processes generating distribution patterns observed in the distance-decay plots (Figure 3b). SpADs were used to mirror the common taxa classification into abundant and rare plankton, without making a priori assumptions about the abundance distributions or using a given percentage cutoff [24,28,31]. Through this rarely used approach, we efficiently characterized the core plankton, having a high number of sequences (high abundance) with low number of OTUs (low richness), and the random plankton, composed of a low number of sequences (low abundance) and a high number of OTUs (high richness). Similarly to Niño-García et al.’s findings [27], the random component of community members was strongly related to dispersal and immigration, while the non-random core component was more related to species sorting.

We found consistent distribution patterns for the core and random bacterioplankton and microeukaryote communities, which might be a result of human-induced hydrological changes in the Houxi River watershed. This could be validated by checking whether these community subsets respond similarly to environmental changes in the studied ecosystem. Distance-decay relationships for the four plankton community subsets were significant (Mantel’s r varied between −0.26 and −0.42; p < 0.01; Figure 3b). Consistent with the results of the phylogenetic null model, community subsets with strong distance-decay were strongly influenced by dispersal limitation (Figure 5c). Specifically, the core plankton communities exhibited stronger distance-decay than the random communities. The core community subsets were also more dispersal-limited, compared with the random subsets. These results contrast with a previous assumption that individuals of abundant taxa should have a greater dispersal potential than individuals from low abundance populations, regardless of taxon identity [47]. However, our results agree with a recent review by Jia et al. [28], which suggested that the highest community turnover results from dispersal limitation combined with drift. Dispersal limitation was previously found to prevail in the assembly of bacterial communities in ponds [56], soil permafrost of a boreal forest landscape [57], and in mineral-associated soils [58]. Microeukaryotes were also dispersal-limited in a subtropical marine ecosystem [59]. Together with our findings, these studies provide a contrasting view to the previously known ubiquity of microbial communities [60]. They also suggested a focus on dispersal limitation to manage and conserve the key ecosystem services provided by freshwater microbial populations, as has been previously suggested for soil microbiome [61].

Comparing bacterioplankton with microeukaryotes, Wu et al. [23] found a contrasting relative importance of selection and dispersal limitation shaping marine bacterial versus eukaryotic communities in the East China Sea. Logares et al. [20] further showed that bacteria were predominantly structured by ecological selection, and protists by ecological drift in lakes in the Vestfold Hills (Eastern Antarctica). In this study, both bacterioplankton and microeukaryotes were mainly structured by dispersal limitation, but exhibited distinct responses to environmental synchrony (Figure 5b). According to Hubbell’s neutral theory [44], dispersal limitation decreases community similarity along spatial gradients [9]. Organisms
can show dispersal limitation either if their movement to a new location is restricted, or if establishment of individuals in a new location is hindered [47]. Environmental factors in the studied river–reservoir system were somehow spatially auto-correlated (Figure 2a). Therefore, one potential expectation would be that local environmental selection produces significant distance–decay relationships, in which compositional similarity between any two locations decreases as the geographical distance between them increases [47]. For instance, along an estuarine gradient in Moreton Bay (Australia), salinity was highly spatially auto-correlated, with highly saline conditions near the ocean and fresher conditions further inland [62]. Being highly sensitive to salinity, microbial communities in locations near the ocean were likely to be more similar to one another to a location further inland. In this study, water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, and oxidation–reduction potential were elevated in reservoir sites of Shidou and Bantou. Nutrient concentrations and salinity were higher in downstream sites located in urban area than upstream (Figure 2a). Therefore, environmental selection and ecological drift (often embedded in the ‘undominated fraction’; Figure 5c) might have generated the observed distance–decay relationships, as both processes accounted for a significant percentage of pairwise comparisons. This observation may be supported by fact that the study area is relatively small but longitudinally connected, and the low percentage of community variation of both core and random plankton explained the by the NCM (< 50%; Table 1). Finally, the two models employed here have been both praised and criticized [14]. Calls for more inclusive and mechanistic approaches have been made, due to challenges associated with them. These challenges include, but are not limited to the fact that using observational data alone may hardly allow more or less reliable inferences about underlying causal processes. In addition, microbial speciation and diversification are certainly important factors in generating the diversity and distribution patterns of microorganisms across ecosystems. Neither the NCM nor the phylogenetic null model can be used to discern the relative role of speciation.

5. Conclusions

Our study was carried out in a longitudinally connected river–reservoir system which drains an urbanizing watershed in its downstream section. Dispersal limitation could primarily shape the upstream–downstream community decay of the high and low abundant taxa (core and random). This observation was common for both bacterioplankton and microeukaryote plankton communities. Since plankton are passively dispersed by the unidirectional water movement in the studied small-scale system, dispersal seemed not to be significantly restricted. Similar distribution patterns and similar prevalence of ecological processes acting on particular subsets of the studied plankton communities might be the result of similar responses to longitudinal environmental change. These changes were potentially induced by strong human activities in the watershed, and were coupled with the directional recruitment driven by the flow of water in the landscape to control plankton community changes. These findings constitute the first step for testing the species coexistence theory [55], because microbial taxa presumably occupy discrete habitat patches. However, they could be better validated by future studies that could incorporate coalescence of taxa from adjacent microhabitats such as sediments, soils, biofilms, and groundwater recruitment from hyporheic zones. Our findings imply that human-induced hydrological change and anthropogenic pollution in freshwater ecosystems influence plankton taxonomic distribution and the assembly processes underlying plankton communities. In turn, this may influence ecosystem functioning along the river.
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